The Nagoya protocol on access to genetic resources and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from their utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity 1 came into effect in 2014. The protocol aims to regulate research on genetic resources: tissue samples, DNA sequences, cultures or specimens, and provide a framework for benefit-sharing with the countries of origin when commercially-viable products result. These genetic resources are subject to national legislation on the conditions of collection, storage and use.
The way that the Nagoya protocol is implemented can hinder international research collaborations. 2, 3 In our experience, microbiologists need to routinely share microorganisms, deposit isolates in culture collections and submit their research data to publicly-accessible databases. The Nagoya protocol seems to have created new barriers to the deposit of samples and the availability of sequences. 4 Most microorganisms are widespread, of unlimited supply and of no monetary value. 3 Less than 0.1% of the estimated species of bacteria 5 and less than 2.0% of estimated fungal species 3 have been studied to date. Of these, a relatively small number of pathogenic microorganisms are of outsized importance due to their potential for causing crop failure, human and animal disease and deaths. 6 Article 8b of the Nagoya protocol recommends that parties "Pay due regard to cases of present or imminent emergencies that threaten or damage human, animal or plant health, as determined nationally or internationally. " 1 The protocol does not specify how its parties shall implement these considerations. 7 Five years into protocol implementation, 56% (42/75) of its parties report paying attention to cases of present or imminent emergencies that threaten or damage human, animal or plant health. 8 However, only 36% (36/75) of the parties consider it is necessary to allow exceptions or fasttrack options for research on pathogens and/or emerging infectious diseases, and of these countries, very few have exceptions published. 8 Obtaining prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms between providers and users of any given biological sample takes from several weeks to months. These delays conflict with current research funding as many multicentre studies are unable to compensate for the delays and increased workload that is associated with such regulations.
We agree that the sovereignty of any country and its right to regulate the use of its biological resources must be upheld. Global epidemic preparedness requires the continuous detection of pathogens and the monitoring of known and potential human and animal reservoirs systems 9 to detect emerging diseases early. Pathogens spread regardless of national borders and control measures require partnerships between countries and research institutions. Constrained partnerships in non-commercial research can harm the global interest of protecting against emerging infectious diseases. Long negotiations to obtain specimens for research potentially increases the risk of infectious diseases spreading in populations that have no immunity.
The One Health approach, where human, animal and environmental health are considered as inevitably linked, is widely accepted as a pillar of public health. 10 The Nagoya protocol, in its current form, does not sufficiently recognize the need for global collaborative research on genetic resources that have the potential to become a risk to public health. We believe that the protocol neglects the non-commercial basic research on microorganisms needed for the global capacity to prevent epidemics. Therefore, we request that parties to the Convention consider simplified measures for non-commercial research, in their legislation on access and benefit sharing, including exceptions or fast track options for research on pathogens. ■
